TRPR Testimonials
~Past authors share their experiences

“I found the process went smoothly and direct. I was provided input on editing and paperwork that would move our paper forward. The process of paperwork and editing was approximately two months to ensure we had provided all of our information. Being an author who has never gone through the publication process before, their guidance was greatly appreciated.”

“We really enjoyed the experience of submitting our article for the TRPR. My co-writer had some previous experience, but it was my first time writing an article. I felt very supported throughout the entire process. The editing system was very organized and streamlined, and the responses were always very constructive and professional, with encouraging feedback. Having the numerous deadlines along the way was very helpful in getting the work done, and the many checkpoints really helped to progress and refine the paper. It feels great to have your work published and it’s a good feeling to be able to share it with peers in print/online. I would definitely do it again.”

“I found writing for TRPR to be a very positive and challenging experience. It pushed me beyond my comfort and skill with writing, but I felt supported the entire way. The editors were very encouraging, accessible and helpful during each round of edits. After completing my paper and seeing it published, I feel really proud of my achievement and would encourage anyone who is considering contributing to the TRPR to feel confident that they can.”